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The presented theoretical framework is illustrated by the research already carried out: a presentation of similar works in Lithuania (Rutkovska 2016; Smetona, Smetonienë, Rutkovska 2016) and a detailed analysis of the term's FAMILY questionnaire material.

INTERACTION OF LANGUAGES IN GRODNO REGION NEWSPAPERS (BASED ON CORPUS DATA)

Liudmila Rychkova
Yanka Kupala State University of Grodno, Belarus

Based on corpus data, the present study investigates the interaction of languages in the newspapers of Grodno region, which is rich in historical multiethnic, polyconfessional, and multilingual traditions. Enriched with thematical annotation (based on that of the Russian National Corpus), the illustrative linguistic corpus of the newspapers of Grodno region, also known as the 'Grodno corpus,' comprises Internet versions of original newspapers converted into an xml-format. Language peculiarities remain authentic as the texts are preserved in exactly the same form as when first published in the newspapers. Though the Grodno corpus includes selected newspapers and the editions limited to the year 2012, all the regions of Grodno oblast and Grodno itself are represented, with the corpus counting over 1 million tokens. The Grodno corpus is functional in two versions: one is part of the Russian National Corpus' newer module called "Corpus of Regional and International Press" (it is freely accessible on the Internet). The other version is an autonomous electronic language resource officially registered in the Republic of Belarus. The latter version has recently been supplemented with a regionally-distributed linguistic database - a specialized resource created with the support of the State Programme for Fundamental Research as an experimental evidence resource designed for the investigation of the functioning of Belarusian in the regional media.
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